Papillary carcinoma of the thyroid and its variants: a cytohistological correlation.
Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is considered highly specific for the diagnosis of papillary carcinoma of the thyroid (PCT). In recent years, several variants of PCT have been described. An attempt was made to gauge the accuracy of classification of variants of PCT on aspirates. Cytology smears from 124 of 150 cases of histologically proven PCT with a prior FNAC were reviewed over a 16-yr period. A diagnosis of papillary carcinoma on FNAC was made in 93 cases. Further subclassification of these cases was done on cytology and tissue sections independently. The variants of PCT classified on FNAC were classical PCT (PCT-CL), 76 cases; Hurthle-cell variant (PCT-HCV), 3 cases; follicular variant (PCT-FV), 6 cases; tall-cell variant (PCT-TCV), 2 cases; high-grade variant (PCT-HG), 2 cases; and 2 cases each which were debatably PCT-CL/PCT-FV and PCT-CL/PCT-HG. Cytology typing was accurate in 65 of the 72 classical variants, while only 7 of the 22 follicular variants were correctly identified on cytology. Two of the 3 high-grade papillary carcinomas (PCT-HG) were identified on FNAC, and the solitary case of tall-cell variant could readily be classified on cytology. In conclusion, identification of the various variants of PCT is possible, though difficulty is encountered in correctly categorizing the follicular variant, which is often mistaken for a follicular neoplasm. Also, identification of the solid variant and the papillary carcinoma with nodular fasciitis-like stroma was a problem on cytology. Another interesting observation in our series is that an admixture of various cell types was seen in the smears and corroborated on histology to be present in focal areas.